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Arrival

Some are likely to arrive early and queue at the gate, the majority will arrive very soon after gates open, being dropped off
in motor vehicles. Intelligence regarding use of the dedicated coaching operation put on by the organisers from the City
shows limited use – cost being the limiting factor

Assembly

Historical information & intelligence from other venues shows that those who arrive early & queue prior to gates opening
will be ill prepared to deal with poor extremes of weather. They may have travelled significant distances & have no money
/ resources to look after themselves. They will need to be cared for. They are willing to queue for many hours & overnight.
When allowed entry to the venue, they will be likely to make efforts to get to the front of the stage & will not expect to be
walked through by stewards. They will be complaint with requests.

Ingress

Circulation

Ticket holders will be compliant with requests, but will be excitable and impatient to get close to their idols

Once the concert / entertainment commences, ticket holders will remain where they have found a good view. They will
move to visit the toilet, but only when desperate. They will not move to obtain food or drink, and will put up with dense
crowds

Egress

Attendees will be reluctant to leave until they are convinced that the Act have left the site. Social Media will be in use to
ascertain where the Act are going to, and if it is nearby, it can be expected that their fans will make their way to the new
location. Whilst the act is on site, attendees will make every effort to evade security and access the dressing room / back
stage area. They will be compliant

Dispersal

The majority of those leaving the event will only be able to do so when their lift arrives to pick them up. There must be a
system by which vehicles may park to pick up their passengers, to avoid pedestrians and vehicles conflicting in the dark
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